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For my firstborn before you start kindergarten: School Bells Ring They Call Your Name a Whole New Beginning, a New Chapter, a New Game. I think you grew up in my tummy yesterday, and we've been swaying in silence for months, me and you. Such a bubbly child that I adored you, so you filled my
heart more than you'll ever know. I enjoyed every first smile, first crawl First Mom, first meal first laugh and first drop. Shortly after you walked and talked before Storm Ran crazy all day Yet at night we snugged the heat. Then preschool you started the first day we both cried because it was just me and
you, but brave we both tried. You blossomed, amazed me when I watched you thrive indepdenent and strong still crave my high five. Because there is something special, we will always share the bond only the parent and the child can bear. I am your number one fan of your comfort and your friend's
shoulder is crying now through. The preschool was packed with dress up and dance singing and art and taking the chance. Never give up that superhero in your beautifully persistent, sincere glowing smile. This magnetism you have- It's special and true It's curiosity, compassion Is what makes you. The
next step next to the new chapter is soon let's prepare a new song, a new melody. New school, new friends, new teachers and more It's all so exciting ... There's so much in store. So much to learn so much to make so much fun to be and problems, too. Some days will be great Some not so much Some
kids will be fine and others tough. But no matter the day, whether it's good or bad, when happy and cheerful or scared or sad you come home to me, my baby, my sweet We'll get through it together all we win. Because you are the star of Brave, cool and witty thoughtful, cute, outgoing and silly. The kid I
once was willing to run Exploring the World and Boy that's fun. I want to protect you from germs and dirt from running bear legs or ripping your shirt... From falling in pain to crying and more But the truth is, my darling you will find your own roar. You will find as much strength as you grow from year to year
you will be looking for empowerment instead of feeling fear. So roaring my lion, roaring loudly and roaring strong I'm proud of you, lion I'm proud of your song. Sing, my dear lion, this song of yours, my sweet lion's kindness opens all the doors. Grow, learn and shine I will enjoy all this I want you to be
happy fun, standing tall. Regardless of your age is your class or your school I will finish each night with the same ritual Saying that I love you most of all that you make me proud Then the song we will sing. I'll kiss you, and you'll close you're going to be my baby. Sweet dreams, little love Because school
bells ring They call your name a whole new beginning. Sincerely, Your Mom Related Video: Video: The message comes from today's parent team community, where all members can post and discuss parent decisions. Find out more and join us! Because we're all in this together. Mathematics can dog a
child all his life. And for math-swinging parents with a new kindergartner, the idea of helping even with kindergarten math skills can be daunting. For some, kindergarten math activities can trigger thoughts of failure and send parents into an existential tailspin. However, these mathematical woes are
completely unfounded: there are still a few years before the terrible common core and calculus come into play, giving parents more than enough time to prepare to help their children succeed. At the kindergarten level, however, parents can start helping their children with math games and activities,
preventing the very things that might instill fear of math in the first place: stress. Do not stress: a child may develop an aversion to the curriculum if they associate it with parental stress. Play the number of the game as a counting of objects. Allow the child to set the table, figuring out the appropriate
number of dishes for each person. Play group games. Download attractive math applications to play during screen time. Talk to teachers about lesson plans and figure out how to strengthen their homes through fun activities. Do not share these feelings of nervousness or dislike of mathematics with your
children. They don't need to know that you're nervous, said Dr. Angela Baum, president of the National Association of Preschool Teachers and an associate professor of preschool education at the University of South Carolina. When children start absorbing pressure, that's where the dislike of math comes
from. A child is not predisposed to hate mathematics, but learns from it. A parent who actively helps a child learn and adjust to the children's math curriculum through fun rather than regulated activities will find a much more receptive child and a much more positive interaction with the subject in the future.
Show math is fun. Mathematics is available. Mathematics is something everyone can do, Baum says. If math is what you present to them as enjoyable, here's how they're going to experience it. Put these fears and nervousness aside, immerse yourself and do it with something that you and your children
will like. At the kindergarten level, mathematics tends to focus on five main areas: counting and cardinality (grouping); surgery and algebraic thinking; Numbers and operations based on 10; Measurements and data and simple geometry. These are the basics, and while they are fairly simple, despite their
tough scientific names, most children are already counting, grouping, organizing and forms long before kindergarten. Much of this pre-K learning comes from games involving everyday things, and it's in the use of these everyday activities related to math that parents can really help their children succeed
and get interested in math. It can take many forms. When setting up a table, a child may be instructed to find out how many forks are needed to match the number of people. When buying ingredients for a meal, let the child count them and put them in the basket. One thing Baum doesn't recommend,
however, is making children sit with sheets after school, which can create hostility toward subjects that interrupt valuable play and family time. There's no research to support the fact that homework with young children provides any benefit at all. When kids come home and have to do an hour of math and
all the stress, it works against what everyone is trying to achieve. It feels counterintuitive, she says. Children learn better and are more successful when they are able to go home and enjoy time with their family rather than go home and immediately start making sheets. A guide to kindergarten math one
surprised a parent took to Reddit this weekend to share a letter she received from her child's primary school. The letter included a list of 11 things that the Hamilton County, Tennessee, school says children should be able to do before starting kindergarten - and we have to say it's incredibly unrealistic. In
accordance with the requirements of this school, incoming kindergartners should already know how to write their names, use scissors correctly and identify colors and shapes (among other things) by the time they walk through the door on the first day of school. Take a look at the full list here: You may
have noticed that the note also includes identifying 30 letters as a requirement that leaves us a little confused. While it's probably safe to assume that they take both the upper and lower register letters into account, Reddit user zarideremery said we all think in this response to the post: I can only identify
26 letters :( I'm not ready for kindergarten. Apparently none of us! Ultimately, this ridiculous list leaves us with only one question: Don't you learn these things that kindergarten is for? H/t POPSUGAR This content is created and supported by a third party and is imported to this page to help users provide
their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io Kindergarten Science Projects give kindergarten students the opportunity to study science by making observations and projections based on observations. Concepts should be easy to understand,
and the materials used in scientific projects should be non-toxic and simple for small hands. In many cases, kindergarten science involves group projects so that students can brainstorm Ideas. Here are some examples of kindergarten research projects. ColorEither ColorEither Experiment Finger paint in
basic colors, clay, or food coloring making and ask them to predict what will happen when they mix the two colors. What do they expect to happen when they mix an unequal number of colors? What if they mix all three colors? If possible, offer colored transparent sheets or paper. Mixing the colors of light
produces very different results from mixing colors! Ask students what makes light different. This exercise provides a good opportunity to discuss the concept of the hypothesis. Ask kindergarten students to predict what will happen when different colors are mixed. Explain that there is a hypothesis between
guess and hypothesis that the hypothesis is based on information collected from observations. Beat More BubbleAsk students if they think that all bubble sticks produce the same size and shape of bubbles. Check out the various bubble sticks to see if their predictions are accurate. See if kindergarten
students can make their own bubble sticks out of materials such as straw, strings, rolled and taped pieces of paper etc. Which bubble sticks produced the best bubble? Containers with oil, water and syrup liquidsPrepare. Ask kindergarten students to describe the properties of liquids and make predictions
about what will happen if these fluids are mixed together. Have students mix fluids and discuss what happened. What makes something alive? Collect a collection of living and inanimate items. Ask kindergarten students to decide what characteristics are needed to make something alive. Do living objects
have these characteristics? What about uninhabited objects? ProjectHave density students study density. Explain the concept of density. Collect small items that can fit in a glass of water (e.g. coin, piece of wood, plastic toy, stone, polystyrene foam). Ask students to order objects according to density and
then drop each item into the water and see what happens. Explore MagnetismTalk about magnetism. Take a pair of bar magnets and ask students to predict which materials may be magnetic. Kindergarten students have a test of objects for magnetism. Now ask the student to predict what will happen
when the two magnets come up to each other. Discuss the results. Diffusia and temperaturePreparation glass of hot water and a glass of cold water. Ask kindergarten students what they expect when the food coloring fell into a glass of water. Do they think there will be a difference between what happens
if the water temperature is changed? Explore what happens when the food coloring drips into each glass and discuss the diffusion process. Describe the ecosystemWhat is the ecosystem? This scientific project involves the availability of kindergarten students to come up with a definition for the
ecosystem. go outside, measure from a square meter of land, and the students catalogue what is in ecosystem. The concept of the food chain could also be introduced. ClassificationScientists classify animals, plants, minerals and stars by similarities. Often, there are disagreements about the best way to
group things. Invite students to different objects and ask them to categorize them and explain how they were grouped. If students choose different groups, open a discussion so that students understand why it sometimes takes scientists hundreds of years to reach agreement. This exercise also shows
that there may be more than one correct way to perform a task in science. Star vs. PlanetIn the modern era, astronomers are looking for planets using powerful magnification and various instruments that detect types of radiation. How, according to kindergarten students, early scientists knew the difference
between stars and planets? Ask students to go outside and find at least one planet in the night sky. Many free apps are available to make it easy. Then ask them to compare the appearance of the planet with the stars and determine the differences between them. Ask them how reliable they are in their
opinion, these criteria. Ready for more? Check out some scientific projects for first-graders. Graders.
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